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Edifier A80 Speakers
Enjoy the highest quality Hi-Res certified sound. The Edifier A80 speakers feature an advanced XMOS processor and allow lossless music
playback even over  USB.  With several  available ports  you can easily  connect  the devices of  your  choice.  They also support  Bluetooth
wireless connection and allow you to independently adjust the treble and bass with the corresponding knobs.
 
Many connectivity options
You don't  have to limit  yourself  anymore -  the A80 speakers are compatible with most common audio sources. They're equipped with
ports such as optical AUX, PC and USB, which allow you to connect a wide variety of devices. What's more, reliable Bluetooth 5.0 ensures
fast and stable wireless signal transmission. Pair your equipment with the speakers and enjoy almost unlimited freedom!
 
Modern technology for superior sound quality
What makes the Edifier  A80 speakers play so well? The advanced XMOS processor and integrated USB function allows you to use the
best  audio  sources  that  are  uncompressed  and  provide  lossless  playback  quality.  The  units  also  have  an  advanced  Class  D  digital
amplifier. All this allows you to enjoy crystal clear, stunning sound.
 
Improved solutions
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This is not the end of the features prepared for you! The speakers are designed to effectively minimize distortion. So you don't have to
worry about unpleasant noises. They also have an improved amplification system. Moreover, an additional output interface allows you to
connect an independent subwoofer (not included). Take advantage of the possibilities offered and rediscover your favorite songs!
 
Get even more interesting sound
Highlight the best of your favorite music genres. The A80 speakers let you fine-tune volume, bass, and treble. There are knobs on the
back panel of one of the units for that. Customize the sound to your liking and enjoy your favorite songs once again. Rock, metal or jazz -
any genre can sound even better with Edifier!
 
Stunning design
The  Edifier  A80  speakers  are  a  successful  combination  of  fantastic  sound  quality  and  classic,  stylish  design.  Made  from  MDF,  the
walnut-colored cabinet makes the units look really elegant and can perfectly complement any arrangement. At the same time minimizes
the acoustic resonance - unnecessary vibration and grating will remain only an unpleasant memory!
 
Kit contents:
Passive speaker
Active speaker
Remote control
3.5 mm to RCA audio cable
RCA audio cable
Speaker connecting cable
USB connecting cable
Fiber optic input audio cable
Power cable
Manual
Brand
Edifier
Model
A80
Tweeter
Ribbon, horn-loaded
Mid-woofer
4.5-inch aluminum cone with 30mm VC
Amplification System
Digital amplifier with XMOS processor
Output power
L/R (treble): 10W+10W;
L/R (woofer): 40W+40W;
Frequency response
52Hz-40kHz
Signal to noise ratio
L/R: ≥90dB(A)
Input
AUX, PC, USB, optical, Bluetooth (optical and USB inputs support up to 192kHz sampling frequency)
Input sensitivity
AUX: 450±50mV;
PC: 550±50mV;
USB: 400±50mFFs;
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Optical: 400±50mFFs;
Bluetooth: 500±50mFFs;
Bluetooth version
5.0
Sub output
1200mV max.
Voltage
AC 100-240V/50-60Hz
Dimensions
140x250x220mm
Weight (pair of speakers)
9.3kg
Resistance
Tweeter: 6Ω;
Woofer: 4Ω;

Price:

€ 499.00

Audio, Bluetooth speakers
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